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Submission in Objection - Narrabri Gas Project
State Significant Development

Narrabri Gas
The project involves the progressive development of a coal seam gas field over 20
years with up to 850 gas wells and ancillary infrastructure, including gas
processing and water treatment facilities.

John Lazarus
6 Bunjil Place
Byron Bay
NSW 2481
1) There is no shortage of gas for domestic use
a)Mining for Australian CSG was commenced on the lie that CSG was needed for
domestic gas use , whereas the oil industry identified that we had (and still have)
over 100 years of gas supply from gas supplies associated with existing oil
production, .
2) Mining for Australian CSG was commenced on the lie that CSG was would
bring gas prices down, whereas prices have gone up
3) New CSG will not bring domestic gas prices down as domestic prices are now
aligned with CSG export prices
The same lies, of domestic need and cheaper prices, are being used to promote
the proposed Narrabri gas field, while the majority of present and proposed CSG
is actually for export, not to provide supplies for Australian business and domestic
use.
At best the Narrabri supply will release other existing CSG presently used for
domestic supply, for export
4) The proposed pollution from burning new gas incites increased intensity of
Global Warming
a) The global arrangement of only counting carbon pollution in the country where
gas is burnt has been demonstrated as a failed management technique, and has
not provided a mechanism to even reach the Paris targets
b)The Paris Agreement was only a start to initiate addressing 20% of present
global carbon pollution, but even that initiative has failed.
c) This proposed new CSG fields Carbon Pollutions Cumulative impacts have not
been assessed
Neither on the Cumulative Impacts from all other Australian CSG mining, or on the
Cumulative Impacts on all other global carbon pollution (whether the gas is burnt

here or overseas).
d) The adverse climate impacts from the levels of present Carbon Pollution are
causing deaths (>450 from the incitement of higher intensity bush fires and higher
number of pyroclastic bush fire storms from last seasons bush fire season).
e) Despite, that for 50 years all levels of government have known, or should have
known, of the scientific advice of carbon pollution impacts on Global Warming, the
evidence has been calously ignored, and people are being killed by the direct
climate impacts from our increasing levels of carbon pollution.
f) Australia presently has the highest per capita carbon pollution of any
industrialised nation, and thus Globally is the worst per-head-of-population polluter
on the planet.
g) Australias Criminal law states 'Callous disregard to the impacts of an act that
causes death is an act of Murder' - thus facillitating carbon pollution, in this era of
an out-of-balance carbon cycle, is a prima facie act of Murder.
h) Bureaucrats responsible for carbon pollution are a prima facie party to Murder
(there is no 'just doing my job' defence against Murder charges),
i) The Prime Minister is culpable for the worlds worst per-head-of-population
management of this pollution, and thus is prima facie culpable for global Mass
Murder and Crimes Against Humanity.
j) Failure to now regulate increases in Australias Carbon Pollution is likely to incite
the public to take legitimate self defence actions against these ongoing pollution
caused Murders
5) The natural resource of CSG is 'not wasted' by leaving it in the ground, it is
'money in the bank' that can be exploited when we get the earths carbon cycle
back into balance - noting the accredited scientists projection that we now only
have 11 years to get the earths carbon cycle back into balance, or there will be run
away global warming that will bring down every industrialised nation and cause
potentially billions of deaths and leave this planet unfit for human occupation.
EITHER ACT RESPONSIBLY, AND ACKNOWLEDGE THAT WHAT WE MAKE
UP (ie your planning decision) IS SUBORDINATE AND SUBJECT TO WHAT WE
DONT MAKE UP (ie how the earths natural process function), OR BE TREATED
AND HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR THE SUBSEQUENT PRIMA FACIE ACTS OF
MURDER, AND THE UNAVOIDABLE ASSOCIATED CARBON POLLUTION
DESTRUCTION OF LAND AND OCEAN FOOD RESOURCES, AND PRIVATE
PROPERTY, DESTRUCTION.
Frankly it is outrageous that you are seeking public Submissions on whether to
allow a major carbon polluting development that will cause further deaths and
destruction.
Stop the addition of a Narrabri Gas Field development, to the global lemming like
march to global carbon pollution devastation, and the global social and natural
environment human survival support systems collapse.
John

